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The model 801 is Bell Systems’ original door entry telephone. It has
been re-styled a number of times over the years and still maintains
its classic design. The 801 telephone continues to be the most
popular in the UK market owing to its exceptional reliability and
economical price.

The model 801 telephone operates from both12v AC or 12v DC and is
included in the standard model 900 and VRK audio door entry
systems as well as the CS and CSP series of combined keypad and
proximity door entry systems.
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Model 801

The telephone is manufactured in white high-impact ABS plastic for

The model 801 telephone operates from both12v AC or 12v DC and is

Available models;

high durability and complements most wall furnishings. It incorporates

included in the standard model 900 and VRK audio door entry

• Model 801 (standard)

a 'lock release' push-button discreetly positioned on the base, and

systems. It is also included in the CS series of combined keypad and

• Model 801PS (with mute + privacy)

under the handset, to prevent inadvertent use. With its wide handset

proximity door entry systems.

• Model 801-DESK (desk mount)

the model 801 is especially recommended for the elderly.
Dimensions: H = 212mm, W = 85mm, D = 55mm
The Electronic Ringing Tone has a useful safety feature whereby the
tone is reduced when the handset is ‘off the hook’.

The telephone has two levels for the ringing tone. A HI or LO position
can be set within the telephone on installation or at future date.
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Model 801

801S - Mute Switch.

this feature, the speech clarity of the system will be impaired if

A switch is included on the side of the telephone to allow the user to

telephones are left 'off the hook’; this is more likely on a larger system.

mute the call-tone and prevent disturbances from nuisance calls.
The model 801-DESK is available for
801P - Privacy of Speech.

table top mounting. The model

Any conversation between the visitor and the resident on the called

801-DESK is factory fitted on a

telephone is totally private. The telephone will remain 'live' for a set

sloped pedestal for ease of use and

period after being called and will then automatically close down the

has a captive cable with plug-in

speech connection. The 'privacy of speech' feature is highly

connector

recommended on systems that have in excess of 10 stations. Without

telephone wall mounting socket.

for

the

supplied
Model 801-DESK
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